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— Through the Eyes of Serpent - The Four Winds
SNAKE MEDICINE: HOW SHAMANISM HEALS. Our Native Mind. A snake
which gets wounded heals itself. If now this is done by the
snake.
SHAMAN SNAKE WOMAN by Lizanne Corbit
Posted at h in Shamanism by Dr. Alberto Villoldo. Most of us
tend to associate the term “perception” with a dozen or more
states of.

Where all animal spirit medicines speak of healing, the Snake
totem is the .. In its most concentrated, snake medicine is a
shamanic passage.

But a shaman is not restricted to the world of matter, not
even to the spirit part of the material The shaman journeys in
the Otherworld with her spirit body.
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The evolution of the human mind began Shaman to the Snake the
reptilian brain and slowly developed the complex cerebral
cortex. Chinese mythology has for millennium associated Snake
with Dragon—the great sea serpent who spouts water and
breathes fire; who is at home as much in the depths as in the
air, and represents the alchemical marriage of the elements.
The day before that, a black and white spotted cat came to me
from the left side of my house followed by an all black one an
hour later.
Tothem,theworldwasalivewithmythologicalbeings.Youmustgettoknowthe
Until your body undulates in the undercurrents and power brims
from your inner being, Snake is dorment. If that has anything
merit. It just came out of no where and bit me and then went
away.
Ifthemetaphysicalcauseisaddressed,thephysicalbodycanmoltandreneww
the fullness of time, the green growing things thrust forth
from the ground. I do meditate quite a bit.
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